**LSHRC Liaison**

**Job Description**

The Sleeping Bear Heritage Trail (SBHT) was a project initially sponsored by the Leelanau Scenic Heritage Route Committee, which develops programs and facilities to promote tourism along the M-22 corridor in Leelanau County. The Friends of Sleeping Bear Dunes has been invited to participate on this committee because we manage the SBHT, and some of the LSHRC programs may impact our activities.

The LSHRC Liaison attends meetings of the LSHRC and reports to them about our activities and issues and reports back to us about any programs or activities at LSHRC that would impact the Friends. The LSHRC Liaison sends a report to the Programs Director to be included on the Executive Committee or Board of Directors information packet.

**Required Experience**

Communication skills

**Required Training**

Provided by Friends of Sleeping Bear Dunes and NPS

**Time Commitment**

4 hours per month for attending the LSHRC meeting and reporting to the Friends